Preference Editing Tools Design

Overview

The ecosystem of preference editing tools aims to allow users to do the following:
1. First Discovery
2. Explore (with option to store)
3. Choose for the moment (and not store)
4. Adjust preferences (and store)
5. Manage stored preferences

More information on these spaces can be found in the GPII Wiki []

Mockups, Wireframes and Diagrams

Use Cases

- July 24, PGA Use Cases (Dani, Anne, Marvin, Julia)
- July 16, User Vignettes - Please Contribute []
- July 18, Discovery Tool Vignettes
- Feb 6, C4A Use Cases (Sam, Ivan, Marnie, Alex, Sophia)
- Jan 18, C4A Use Cases (George, Ed, Sarah)
- Jan 28, PGA Use Cases (various old)

Conceptualization

- Architectural notes about Needs and Preferences Set
- Common Terms Registry
- March 12, GPII image
- Feb 18, Discussion Topics
- June 7, Preference Management Ecosystem Features & Functionality
- June 6, Preference Management Ecosystem Sketches (chili peppers)
- April 17, Preference Editor Interface Features and Discovery Opportunities
- March 12, Preference Tool Functions - PMT PCP MM
- Feb 11, PGA Mind Mapping
- Feb 16, PGA Maturity Models and Roadmaps
- Feb 4, PGA References

Preference Categorization

- June 25, GPII Preference & Preset Sorting []
- PGA Preferences and Naming []
- April 23, Listing of Learner-specified Preferences []
- Cloud 4 All Common Terms list
- Preference Management Ecosystem Features & Functionality

Notes

- Jun 19, Scenarios for wireframe sequence
- Jan 14, PMT meeting notes
- Competitive Analysis - Windows 8 Ease of Access Center
- Feb 20, PGA sketches and ideas

Cloud 4 All Mockups for Pilot Testing 2013/2014

- PMT/PCP for pilots
  - Frames limited for pilots
  - Adjusters updated preferences and no presets for pilots
  - PCP mockups for paper prototype testing
- PMT/PCP for iteration 2
  - Frames for iteration 2 (space 3 & 4)
  - Adjusters for iteration 2 (space 3 & 4)

Related Work

- Explore Tool mockups (Ck-12 Electrons)

Planning

- April 2014 PMT PCP design status
- 2014 C4A Design Roadmap
- Preference Editing Tools Design Planning
- Discovery Tool Prototype Roadmap
- Exploration Tool